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January 1960
CHRISTMAS DINNER - DEC. 26, 1959
Having completed a dedicated session among overflowing wassail-bowls, a
cheerful band of Frenchmen, Indians and tabard-trimmed gentlemen entered an
elaborately decorated hall at 14 Elm Street. In a festive mood they surrounded
nourishment laden tables. On the freshly panelled walls hung moose head and bear
skins. Above the hall a newly installed oak (from the french: burlap) beam ceiling hovered in testimony to the high skill of the club's decorating committee and
the low salary of the city's building inspectors. (There is no truth to the rumor
that the head table was placed on the stage as a safety precaution.)

*

Following grace, by Monsieur Wever, the 175 participants sat down to French
Canadian pea soup, roast beef, mince pie and coffee --- all expertly prepared and
served by Mrs. Nichols and her staff.
During the coffee end of the meal, the stage produced an assortment of distinguished and notorious individuals. After confusing the decorations on the
premises with wilful damage, the landlord ( Wm. Davies of the St. George's Society)
avoided an unpleasant display on the part of his tenants by neat verbal footwork
and the enterprising gambit of proposing a toast to the club's president. This
high standard of oratory was maintained by Ned Pratt who offered, to the delight
of his audience, an impromptu reading of one of his own works, "The End Of The
Depression". (This poem was first read at the 1929 Christmas Dinner.) The ovation for Prof. Pratt was matched by the gathering's recogition of Chuck Matthews
who celebrated his 40th consecutive A & L Christmas dinner.
Following the traditional table-clearing exercises, members sat back to enjoy a faithful reproduction of the Order of Good Cheer as founded by Samuel de
Champlain.
Preparations for this production of the Ballad Opera "Order of Good
Cheer" took many weeks and credit for the success of the evening belongs to a
long list of members who contributed their time and talents. Special praise
must go to director Bob Christie and to Earle Grey who was magnificent as Sieur
de Poutrincourt.

O)

The Order of Good Cheer proved so popular that the repeat performance on
Dec. 30 (ladies' night) was a complete sellout with standing room only. As an
added attraction for this occasion the audience was given a special treat:
Christmas carols by the choir of the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene under the
direction of Healey Willan who also made the evening memorable by himself playing and conducting the Ballad Opera, the music for which he had composed more
than 30 years ago.
A.G.M.
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THE MONTHLY DINNER - NOVEMBER 28th
A large and appreciative audience heard Professor C. E. Hendry describe the
travels and experiences of his recent Grand Tour of the Orient. The speaker's
impressions of the inroads made by Communism and the bungling attempts of the West
to provide antidotes did not produce a happy picture. Asked, in the question and
answer period what Red China thinks about non-recognition by the U.S., the Professor's reply was that they couldn't care less. And what does the Professor think
about this non-recognition? "Juvenile" was the succinct reply.
An Auction Sale conducted by Sid Johnson was an added attraction of the dinner.
The eloquence of Sid, aided and abetted by Hunter Bishop's deceptive covers (of
current issues of periodicals of pornography) brought fantastic bids for such staid
items as The Architectural Review, Theatre Arts, etc. etc.
The accompanying good cheer and fine food made this an outstanding evening.

Professor R. K. Hicks has been elected a Governor of the Crest Theatre
Foundation.
A communication from the Unemployment Commission of the Federal Government
to the Club was addressed as "Hearts and Letters Club". This kindly description
leads one to enquire if we should not branch out as a "Lonely Hearts Club".
Howard B. Dunnington-Grubb sets sail shortly for an extended tour - first
stop Casablanca, thus missing the Toronto slush. Spain will be the first country
to receive this distinguished horticulturist.
During Bette Davis' visit to Toronto in November in "The World of Carl Sandburg", it was revealed that she was taking back to New York the script of John
Coulter's play "Sleep My Pretty One".
It appears that Sir Lawrence Olivier has an option on this play and has
intimated that there is a part in it that can best be played by Miss Davis. Let
us hope this comes to happy fulfillment.
The retirement of Frank Prendergast from his high office at Imperial Oil
after a singularly long and successful career is recorded with mixed feelings.
On the one hand, Frank has certainly earned a rest, but on the other hand, he
may be able to participate more fully in Club activities. We wish him years of
browsing whither he wishes and may many of them be within the walls of 14 Elm.
Frank is due to take a long trip to Europe, starting with Spain. He expects to
return to Toronto some time in May.
The Picture Committee excelled itself in Nov/Dec. when the walls of the
Club were embellished by a collection of summer paintings by professional
artist-members. It is seldom given to the humble luncheon goer to view pictures
presenting such a wide catholicity of style. There was meat for every palate.
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-3Howard Gerring, writer and accomplished conversationalist, has distinguished
himself by being elected vice-president of the Toronto Sword Club. Howard gave a
demonstration of the art of fencing at the Club a while back. Members will think
twice before crossing swords with this modern Count of Monte Cristo.

We note that J. Tuzo Wilson's book ONE CHINESE MOON at Christmas time filled
many a stocking. Professor Wilson's easy style and authority make a strong impression.
The second volume of A HISTORY OF CANADIAN JOURNALISM has just been published
by the Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers Association. W.A. CRAICK, whose newspaper articles on old Toronto are a delight to antiquarians, is the author. Craick
is the Hon. Secretary-Treasurer of the Commonwealth Press Union (formerly EMPIRE
Press Union before that became a naughty word).
Two of our distinguished members have recently received Honorary Degrees Professor Eric Arthur received his LL.D. degree from the University of Manitoba.
Arthur is currently engaged in writing a book on 18th and 19th century building
in Toronto.

*

On the occasion of the opening of the new Dental Building of the Faculty of
Dentistry, University of Toronto - Dr. A.D.A. Mason, Dean Emeritus, Faculty of
Dentistry was the recipient of an honorary L.L.D. degree. Members will no doubt
bow low to these honorable gentlemen.
While on the subject of honors, we were glad to read that Dr. E. J. Pratt,
Professor Emeritus of English Literature of Victoria College and one of Canada's
most distinguished poets, received a Toronto Civic Award of Merit.
A preview of R. York Wilson's mural for Toronto's O'Keefe Centre was the
subject of an interesting article in the December 1959 Board of Trade Journal.
The Seven Lively Arts depicted in the massive 100 foot by 15 foot mural to be
installed in the main foyer are: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Mosaic,
Literature, Dance and Drama. The task of selecting the artist and approving the
final design was the responsibility of a special committee of leading Canadians
among them A. J. Casson and Professor Charles F. Comfort.
Both Ned Pratt and Lorne Pierce have received eulogies from the pages of
Time Magazine during Christmas. Pratt was written up as Canada's unofficial
Poet Laureate and Pierce's retirement from the Ryerson Press pointed up to the
tremendous contribution that he has made to that Famous old Canadian Press.

At a recent meeting of the Executive Committee H.L.T.D. gave the following
report:
"With the permission of Mrs. H. Nichols and in company with Mr. Nichols
we entered the Ladies' Powder Room, from there we proceeded in the Ladies'
Toilet, where they found two plumbers installing a radiator, which it is
sincerely hoped will add to the comfort of our members' wives and other
ladies who visit the Club.
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-4"As he was about to leave the premises H.L.T.D. noticed there were signs
of a leak in the radiator in the Powder Room; since this seemed a serious
emergency, he took the liberty of giving instructions there and then to
have this matter remedied."
The Editor can only comment on the downright efficiency of our House Committee in
the face of fearful odds.
** *

The Toronto community is again grateful to all those musician members who
worked overtime to provide the traditional music associated with Christmas.
Organists, choir leaders, orchestra conductors, radio and television programme
planners - their name is legion. They have helped to provide a leavening for the
bustle of our celebrations.
THE LIBRARY
Two important Canadian reference works have been added to the library. The
first of these is the large and impressive Atlas Of Canada, which was completed
recently for the Federal Department of Mines & Technical Surveys; it contains
110 map sheets in a loose-leaf binding, the subject-matter of which ranges from
a map on Routes Of Explorers to a map on Canada And The World by way of such
things as Populations, Climates, Airports, and Museums. The second item is A
Checklist Of Canadian Literature And Background Materials, 1628-1950. This volume of almost 800 pages was compiled by Dr. A. E. Watters for the Humanities
Research Council of Canada with a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. Although
French-speaking Canada is excluded, the work lists more than 12,000 books by about
5,500 authors.
Two additional useful reference works have been added to the Reference shelf.
The Larousse Encyclopedia Of Mythology is said to be the first such encyclopedia
of world-wide scope, embracing as it does not only classical mythology, but recentlyheld and current beliefs from Europe, Africa, the Americas, etc. This fascinating
work is supplemented by 868 illustrations. The American Art Directory 1958 provides
a good deal of pertinent information in connection with all the art associations,
galleries, clubs, institutions, and museums in the United States and Canada. (If
you wish to examine the face that the A & L turns to the rest of the world, turn
to page 335 of this Directory.)

The Club has a faithful library supporter in the person of Dr. Clare Hassard,
who, during the past six years, has donated several works important to our library.
His latest gift is a copy of the handsome book titled Portraits Of Greatness, by
Yousuf Karsh. The 96 beautiful photographs were reproduced by the sheet-fed gravure
process in Holland. Horace Corner has donated an item for the "Members' Shelf" a little pamphlet on stained glass written by the late Eason Humphreys and titled
Celtic Studios. Through the good offices of Fred Kemp the library has acquired two
pieces of Canadiana; one is titled Representative Canadians and the other, written
by Jesse Middleton, is titled Toronto's 100 Years.
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Editor of this Monthly Letter has now completed the fourth in the current
series. He looks forward to another year of super diligence BUT there are limits.
While many friends come to his aid (and each letter bears eloquent testimony of
their kindness) there are OTHERS who promise to Winchellize a meeting or offer to
report on important happenings to important people but completely and utterly fail
to produce the slightest iota of manuscript for the Editor. Willing horses seem
to be able to carry immensely heavy loads, but we don't wish to burden any more
those who are contributing so nobly to the ARS in ELM.
This is the beginning of another year and the Editor pleads with all members
- Professional - Non-Professional - Resident - Non-Resident to loosen up and tell
us what they are doing.
With this gentle chiding, we wish all members

A

HAPPY

NEW

YEAR
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February, 1960

FELICITATIONS
It having been brought to the attention of the Executive Committee
in session on February 19th, 1960 that Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
had presented the Commonwealth with a new Prince, the President
asked the steward to provide refreshments suitable to the occasion
for both those present in the Great Hall and in the Committee. A
toast to the Queen was then proposed and appropriately responded to.

MONTHLY DINNER - JANUARY 30TH
A double bill attracted a large number of members to the Club for the
January monthly dinner. After a week of wintry buffeting Toronto presented
fairly easy driving conditions and enabled all and sundry to park in comparative
comfort. And comfort it was within the halls when two rival bars did their
usual roaring trade.
Following the fine report, the President drew attention of members to the
presence of Harry Smith of Montreal who was too modest to answer the call of
"Stand up" and George McMurtrie who was not too bashful to stand up. Mr. Ouchterlony referred to the success of the Wednesday suppers and called on all
members to attend them for the fun of the thing. He announced the evening's
programme and asked Robin Strachan to introduce the speakers.
Eric Aldwinckle's announced talk was "A FEW WORDS ON A RECENT MURAL".
In view of certain happenings to another mural, members could not be blamed
for expecting a fiery denunciation of unions and skulduggery. Eric's talk
was the antithesis of discord. He proceeded to tell us about the background
of thinking that led to his design and execution of a mural in the York Township Hydro Building.
By showing a series of slides (whose color did not please the artist)
some idea of the lyrical quality of the mural was made evident. The size of
the mural is 28 ft by 14 ft. It is painted in gesso - over 250 egg yolks were
used. (Did the whites go to make a gigantic marshmallow?)
The impression left by the artist's description of his work was its
necessity of communicating to the general public. It was a satisfying
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explanation of a modern work of art.
On the same bill (as they say) was Carl Williams, Director of University
Extension, University of Toronto. As a former Professor of Psychology the speaker
was able to bring with him a whole bag of tricks to demonstrate "Is seeing believing?" He certainly proved his point! Devices of seemingly simple forms when
rotated ever so slowly played tricks with the onlooker. Using our ever so slight
mental faculties we fell into the trap of seeing balls bounce where none moved,
spirals expand and contract when they couldn't have' The window frame trick
(yes, Carl, it was a trick) proved to be one of the most popular. By the aid of
Dave Ouchterlony at the piano even our ears played tricks on us too. The latter
part of the presentation was on sound film. It consisted of more nonsense. Two
girls, twins, of approximately the same height and size were made to appear as a
little girl and a big girl, thanks to, as the speaker kindly explained, distorted
perspectives and a tilted parquet floor. Everyone present agreed that the evening's entertainment (and education) was unusually good. Carl was ably assisted
in the black art by Roly Pincoe off stage. By actual survey all members reached
home safely - the traffic lights were real.

MUSICAL MEMO FRCM HORACE LAPP
We all knew it had to happen, and it did. Not content with all the honours
that have been heaped upon his distinguished head, our dear friend and boon companion of the Club is now a movie star. Several months ago, passing the Carlton
Odeon, we saw smiling out through the glass doors none other than Dr. Healey Willan
underneath the caption '"Man of Music". This was no overstatement so we went in and
found that at some future date his choir at St. Mary Magdalene and a strong supporting cast would appear at the Odeon. He has now arrived and I believe it is well
worth seeing. Mark you, he's no Marilyn Monroe, but, in his own way he's quite a
star - and a very promising lad at that.
The opera season came and went leaving this time quite an excellent impression on Toronto operaddicts like me. The Barber of Seville was a brilliant show
conducted by Mazzoleni. In this connection I'd like to mention ·that the artistry
of Alexander Grey has suddenly blossomed into a very enjoyable stage and
musical personality. The Love of Three Oranges under the direction of Walter
Susskind received very favorable notices in the press which in this case were
Ernesto
correct.
(Editor's note. I like this comforting comment, don't you?)
Barbini, always at his best conducting Verdi, was at his very best conducting
La Forza Del Destino.
Thanks possibly to the staging of Herman Geiger-Torrel, I felt that this
season was the best one I have seen so far.

S

Fred Silvester played five Passacaglias in a row at Convocation Hall, and
they went down like ninepins. Fred vanquished them all and the crowd were really
enthusiastic. What Passacaglias or Passacaglii received the most applause?
Dr. Healey Willan's and one by a newcomer, I think his name was Johann Sebastian
Bach.
Dr. Charles Peaker produced his annual series of organ recitals at St.Paul's
Church. A most agreeable and enjoyable surprise was that given by Quentin MacLean
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bravely tackled the Max Reger and made it come off too.
Sir Ernest MacMillan recently conducted the T.S.O. at Massey Hall. A very
busy year hasn't tapped his energy a bit and the audience gave him a tremendous
reception.
Walked in the other night on Walter Susskind conducting The Dolly Suite by
Faure. To me it was a bit of a shock to find that Faure had written it and a
greater shock to find Walter Susskind bothering to perform it.
Geoffrey Waddington and Terence Gibbs should really chalk up a success in
their presentation of the Beethoven Series over CBC. The commentator was not
quite so successful and was replaced by our Leslie Bell who, having pulled chestnuts out of the fire before, retrieved these very delightfully.
George Lambert was observed wildly applauding at the Maple Leaf Gardens
after I had furnished a soulful rendition of Gustave Mahler's Twelfth Street Rag
followed by Beethoven's Kitten on the Keys.
The Russian Symphony Orchestra played a concert in Maple Leaf Gardens
recently. During one afternoon I became very curious to see their music which
they had left on the music stands. I opened the first folder and there in
manuscript was "God Save the King" arranged by Sir Ernest MacMillan - property
of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
H.L.

Congratulations to Alec Phare who won the Adam Smith Rose Bowl Trophy for
catching the largest small mouth bass. This was presented at a recent meeting
of the Advertising and Sales Club of Toronto. Alec will be delighted to tell
members how large the fish was by using the usual extended arm method.

O'KEEFE ARTISTS TRIUMPH
IN BATTLE OF UNION CARDS
This magnificent headline in the Globe and Mail of February 13th wrote finis,
we hope, to a situation whereby R. York Wilson was being pressured to take out a
union card in the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America.
Taking the stand that it was a matter of principle, Wilson refused a card even
though it was offered on a complimentary basis. Naturally this became a favorite
lunch time topic of conversation with Alan C. Collier, President of the OSA taking
up the cudgels for the artist and Frank Tumpane on the contrary side. Long Live
O'Keefe, York Wilson and the B.P.D. and P of AM
Noted in a pen repair shop Healey Willan who had just received three repaired pens to join four others in his ample pocket. Before accepting these
pens your scribe noted that he wrote music to try them out whereas we mortals
would merely scribble our name or produce meaningless flourishes. Who knows
but that scrap of paper contained the beginning of a new opus?
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Let us take a look at the 1959 new members.
C. Laughton Bird
A. Douglas Brown
R. V. Cattell
G. E. Clarke
Graham Coughtry

Arnold Edinborough
Terence Gibbs
John Webster Grant
Thor C. Hansen
James Hubbard

Eric Koch
Z.S. Phimister
Guy Owen Staples
Bernard Trotter
Jack Wildridge
Lawrence G. Wilson

How many of these new members do you know? Make a point of "getting to know them".
Don't do what most of us do and be in a position of not knowing who sits next to
you.
On the sick list: Walter Bowles who collided with a car on Jarvis Street while
he was on the way to the Broadcasting Station - No doubt Walter was busy composing
his poem of the day. - Doing very well at St. Michaels Hospital and a great treat
to the Sister Superior.
Mickey Lister, at hcme - on the road to recovery but not well
enough to answer door bells.
J. Edgar Middleton, a past president of the Club - not well
enough for visitors, but whose contribution to Canadian Literature is well
remembered.
Obituary - Dr. C. W. Becker, 86, a graduate of Trinity Medical College, Toronto,
a member of the Canadian Medical Council. He was a former member of Central
Neighborhood House.

Through the kind cooperation of the School of Architecture an interesting
exhibition of fourth year students' work is hung on the walls of the dining hall
The drawings show the students' ideas as to what
during the month of February.
Some
an arts and letters club might look like if they had their way about it.
of the drawings are quite ingenious, they show members preoccupied with drinking
in cosy little committee rocms. - Ladies are evident in more than one - so maybe
the future beckons us to the distaff side. Others show sylvan surroundings with
sweeping vistas of York Township. Others have a classical look where members in
their togas might recline on marble benches.
Adrian Dingle has joined the Board of the Ontario Institute of Painters.
This group has undertaken to maintain sanity in art and a pox on all fly-by-night
daubers.

S

Horace Lapp is busy preparing for the Rotary Club Ice Carnival at Maple
Leaf Gardens March 16 - 18 - not adjusting skates but arranging music and conducting a large orchestra. There are to be Ballets, Solos, etc. etc., all in
aid of the Crippled Childrens' Fund.
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Stuart L. Thcmpson, with considerable modesty, tells us that he is engaged
in the preparation of two books. One is a sequel to "80 Land Birds To Know" to
be called "80 Other Birds To Know". The other book is to be a sequel to his
"Outdoor Rambles" - no title as yet, but it will portray Thompson's love of the
outdoor.
William Arthur Irwin, our much travelled member has just been named Ambassador
to Mexico. His Excellency has had a most interesting career since he vacated the
editorship of Maclean's Magazine in 1945, having successively and successfully
filled the post of chairman of the National Film Board, High Commissioner to
Australia, Ambassador to Brazil and lately a member of the Canadian delegation
to the U.N. General Assembly in New York.
Genial Reg Heal sent along, albeit rather late, some clippings concerning
his Christmas activities. We cannot refrain from mentioning that he directed an
Extravaganza for the Granite Club entitled "Steppes of the Club Granitsky".
Preparations are now in full swing for a performance of the Mozart "Requiem"
at St. Paul's Anglican Church, Bloor Street East, on Good Friday, April 15th at
Sir Ernest MacMillan will conduct the choir of ninety voices and a
7:30 p.m.
full orchestra will be used. Dr. Charles Peaker will be at the organ and one of
our newer members Harry Maude will be among the quartette of soloists.

Vernon McKenzie, formerly editor of Maclean's and Club member (1919-26);
member-at-large and honorary life member since, writes from Seattle, Washington:
Became emeritus 1958, after 30 years as dean, director and professor of journalism school, University of Washington; continue broadcasting, and desultory
writing. Began new career January 1960; lecturer on Contemporary World Problems
at Seattle University (Jesuit). State universities cut one off in "prime" of
life at 70; private universities permit one to teach until he falls apart.
Professor Charles F. Comfort has been much in the news lately. His distinguished photograph added greatly to the pictorial departments of the newspapers
when he was shown as Director of the National Gallery at Ottawa officiating at
the opening of the Lorne Building. He was busy, at press time, denying that he
was about to retire frcm the new job, but such are politics. One never knows
what's coming next.
Good wishes to this noted academician. Ottawa's gain is
Toronto's loss.
Paul A. Bridle, one of our two non-resident members with NATO in Paris,
has been transferred to the Imperial Defence College in London; and the other,
James George, has taken his place as Minister-Counsellor with the Canadian
Delegation to the North Atlantic Council.

THE LIBRARY

#

Persons with any interest in displays, commercial art, or advertising
should be intrigued by a new addition to the library titled Exhibitions And
Displays, by Erberto Carboni. The 624 illustrations in this book comprise a
pictorial record of 1934. Volume IV of The Concise Encyclopedia Of Antiques -

-6published by The Connoisseur - contains articles on Italian Furniture, Chinese
Bin Labels, Scottish Silver, Russian Icons, German Faience, Scandinavian Glass,
English Fans, and Welsh Love Spoons, as well as on many more subjects; the book
is illustrated with both photographs and drawings.
Those who heard Professor Tuzo Wilson's talk to the members about his trip
through Russia and China will be pleased to learn that a copy of his book One
Chinese Moon is to be found in the library. This very readable and interesting
story is supplemented by an album of 15 photographs. Part II of The Measure Of
Typography has been obtained; this special issue is the second devoted to a
series of Ontario College of Art lectures. The six lectures were given during
1958/59, and much credit is due to Provincial Paper Limited for publishing them
in such an attractive manner.
The current catalogue of the paintings and sculpture owned by the Art
Gallery of Toronto has been on the "New Addition" shelf. Recently-acquired
catalogues of exhibitions include the following: Contemporary Australian
Painters, Young British Painters, Some American Paintings, and Graphic Art
in Sweden To-Day.

*

On his last day as editor of Ryerson Press, Dr. Lorne Pierce sent to the
Club an autographed copy of his just-published book A Canadian Nation.
This
slim volume contains a succinct history of the cultural and religious forces
that have shaped this country's identity. Bill Duthie has donated a copy of
The Scallop, a handsome book which does much credit to its publisher, The Shell
Transport And Trading Company. Eight authors have contributed to this study of
the shell and its influence on humankind. The coloured illustrations are very
fine indeed.
H.B.
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MONTHLY DINNER Feb. 27th
After the normal glorious confusion of the Wassail Hour, members
gathered in the Great Hall. No sooner had they settled themselves at the board
when the evening's special guest, Reginald Stewart arrived, coattails flying.
As he entered the Hall he was accorded a spontaneous standing ovation.
President Ouchterlony's address, prior to the "Clearing Break," had more
than one member on the edge of his chair. It is not within our province to interpret this tense posture - though obviously, there are but two explanations splendid oratory or need of the lavatory. (Time and tide wait for no man')
Upon reassembling, members were treated to a classical travelogue by
Reginald Stewart. He described countries where he has traveled to conduct and
perform:
Portgual, Spain, Italy (where he walked in a peaceful garden - imagining
that here it was the great composer Scarlatti wrote the Sonata.
He spoke of England, Scotland and the "cold countries". It was a pleasing and most interesting
evening.

A cheery letter from Honorary Member J. Harry Smith of Montreal is .gladly shared
with members:
"The Editor, "Monthly Letter".
The ever-welcome club "Monthly Letter" of February occasioned me both astonishment and delight when I learned from it that I had been present at the monthly
dinner of Jan. 30. According to the Letter, it was an exceedingly enjoyable
affair with a program well up to the standard of the Club's rich history in
that sort of thing, and I am sure that that part of me fortunate enought to be
there must have had a thoroughly pleasant time quite like many an evening of
long ago.
The sad part of it is that I cannot remember a thing about it. This must not
be ascribed to an excess of hospitality, as might suggest itself to a vulgar
mind, but rather to the fact that on that evening I was bodily present at a
monthly meeting of the Pen & Pencil Club here in Montreal. The possibility
that I might have been present at both of these events is an alluring one that
deserves exploration.
I take it as kindly of you to suggest modesty as my reason for not standing up
when called upon. For some time I have encouraged in my own mind a suspicion
that I have been reasonably well endowed with the blessed gift of modesty and
I am pleased to have your corroborating opinion pointing in that direction.

2.

Particularly so since my family, at odd times seem something less than
convinced of this. I can only presume that by that time my other self was
on its way back here, and if ever I have the opportunity I shall administer
a severe rebuke, not only for discourtesy in not responding to the call,
but also for neglecting to make to me a full report of the occasion.
However, I hope to be present at the April gathering, as by then, under
grace and favor of THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, I expect to have re-assumed
the dignities and privileges of resident membership. I am eagerly looking
forward to that event."

WEDNESDAY-AT-THE-CLUB
We attended one of the Wednesday evening dinners in March and report the following
impressions. The lounge had been cleared of all periodicals, the table was decorated with dishes of vari-coloured potato chips and an assortment of ash trays. Being
somewhat early we noticed there was a "hush within the close tonight" ...
as members
and their friends drifted in. Gravitating to the bar we soon acquired a feeling of
gaiety. Soon more and more visitors gathered. Plates of excellent hor d'oeuvres
appeared and disappeared. There was much introducing and a feeling on the part of
members that they must be on their best behaviour - rather like Parent's Day at
School.
Dinner was then served in the Great Hall before a blazing fire. An excellent buffet,
both cold and hot was displayed most artistically and provided everything that one
could ask. We settled down at a table and were soon joined by other groups - more
introductions, more conversations about mutual friends. So the evening passed away
with some people going on later to shows, concerts and others just going home spared
the ritual of dish washing. Altogether, this is an innovation for which the Executive Committee is to be congratulated.

Whatever other claims to fame Dr. Van Snell has (and we are sure they are many)
the fact that he is the first male member of the Women's Music Club of Toronto,
raises him on a pinnacle of singularity.
Our good friend Norman Alexander writes from Florida that he is bumping into many
Club Members wise enough to escape the rigours of our winter - viz. Arthur Daly,
Lacey Amy, Jim Tate and Bill Bosley.
Burwell Coon's new building in the spacious grounds of the Ryerson Institute is
embellished by a mural by Alan C. Collier on the subject "Education".
Alan's
interpretation concerns itself with the change from dull clods, through the educational process to the zenith of attainment pictured by bright golden light. Of
classical form, the mural is 9 feet by 14 feet and was painted on linen and rolled
up and stored until the building was completed - a sort of Dead Sea Scroll come
to light'
A tumultuous welcome greeted Walter Bowles on March 16th on his return to the Club
after a longer period of convalescence following an accident. Walter has resolved
to avoid all cars in future, but may be interested in a helicopter.
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Lewis Parker leaves for Europe with his wife in mid-April for a 2-month sketching
holiday. Kind friends are looking after the children, so the Barkers will be
footloose and fancy-free.
During March the walls of the Great Hall have been hung with pictures of Fred
Haines, all painted in his 81st year. This indefatigable painter sallies forth
each day to record the seasons changes. This exhibition, we are told, represents
only part of his prodigious output. Congratulations to our Honorary Member - far
from being laid on the shelf:
Dr. Elmore Reaman of the University of Waterloo writes that he is doing a series
of lectures for the English-Speaking Union in the British Isles during April. In
May he goes to Germany as a guest of the Federal German Republic where he will
lecture at a number of German Universities.
Congratulations to Dr. R. York Wilson on being awarded an Honorary PhD. (Paper
Hangers and Decorators)'
Thos. S. Hodgson won the 1960 Baxter Foundation award which was presented at the
opening of the 88th Ontario Society of Artists Exhibition. Judges were Martin
Baldwin, R. York Wilson and Fred Finlay.
A hearty welcome to Donald K. Anderson - a new Pro-Member who is exhibiting in
the Great Hall a fine collection of magazine illustrations. These deal mainly
with the western Indian scene.
Club Membership has received considerable discussion at the Executive Committee
level this year. It is generally recognized that a "good" member should
(a) attend lunch regularly
(b) participate in Club activities
(c) should make some special contribution
to the life of the Club.
To gain the highest approbation, a "good" member scores more easily in (a) and (b).
(c) presents some difficulties which might be solved by one or more of the following:
1. Always pay for your lunch with a $10 bill and
say: "Keep the change".
2. Knock at the Library door one day and say to
HUNTER BISHOP - "Here's a parcel of Shakespeare
Folios I just got from New York.
3. Offer to write, direct and underwrite a Spring
Show.
4. Purchase that 60' x 150' vacant lot near the
Club and give it to Philip Clark for the new
premises.
The above involve certain financial advantages not generally shared by the average
member. We continue.
5. Learn to tell a story properly.
6. In telling a story be astute enough to recognize
by your listeners' facial contortions that they
have heard it before, and switch to a new and
surprising punch line.
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7.
8.

If incapable of telling a good story (and who is?)
be a good listener and laugh in the right places.
If incapable of 5, 6 or 7, pass the salt and butter.

These constitute only some of the attributes of a "good" member. In proposing
a new member, it is important to realize your responsibility - will the wouldbe member fit into the present scheme of things? More of this in future issues.

In response to the tearful and truly agonizing final paragraphs of the January
Letter, professional and non-resident (Stouffville) member Allan Sangster reports
as follows:
That he is still industriously exhibiting, in exhaustive detail, the music
of the great composers to the people of Canada, as well as to a considerable body
of listeners in the United States. The initial series - The Music of Mozart began in April of nineteen fifty-two. After one hundred and fifty-two hours of
air time this became The Music of Berlioz, which persisted for twenty-eight hours
and gave birth to another mammoth - The Music of Beethoven - which was heard along
the Trans-Canada Network for one hundred and twenty hours. The complete recorded
Music of Mahler endured for only twenty-seven hours and brought us to the present
incumbent, one Franz Josef Haydn, who is not as well known as he should be. However, by the time we get through with him that condition will be to some extent
improved, since we will be presenting about seventy of his one hundred and four
symphonies, ten masses, thirty songs and arias, four operas, twenty-three assorted
concerti, thirty-four keyboard sonatas, twenty-six trios and seventy string
quartets, to say nothing of cassations, serenades, divertimenti, overtures, notturni
and marches.
Considering the alacrity with which so many Canadians seize any cudgel to
belabour the patient CBC, some facts may be of interest to the members of a club
devoted to Arts and Letters.
"The Music of ----- " series must surely be evaluated as minority, or prestige,
or egg-head programmes -- the kind which Canadians so steadily deplore. And yet,
over the years these programmes have attracted many hundreds of approving letters
(only two in the whole course have been disapproving). Most have come from
Canadians of course, but a great many turn up from listeners across the border -from states as far east as Rhode Island and as far west as the state of Washington,
with some from as far within the union as Kentucky.
Without exception these American letters contain some such sentence as this:
"We listen to CBC stations all the time, because we simply cannot get programmes
of your quality from our own stations or networks." One of the most recent, from
a teacher in northern New York, says: "I keep two radios in my living-room; the
better one I keep tuned to CBL at all times. Once in a great while I turn it off
entirely or tune in something special on the other radio -- without disturbing
the setting on the main one."
These are things which the press seldom sees fit to print; these are the
things which give CBC people -- whether staff or free-lance -- the heart to keep
on working in the face of the approbrium which is so constantly showered upon
them.
However,

getting back more directly to "The Music of ----- ",

Haydn will take
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a summer vacation from June fifteenth to September twenty-first. The intervening
thirteen hours will be filled -- as in the last two summers -- with somewhat lighter
and wider-ranging mixed grills, still under the same management. Anglophiles are
directed to June twenty-second and twenty-ninth -- "At the Drop of a Hat" and "The
Music of England". Those who like the present trends of contemporary music will not
be happy with "The Music of Never-Never" on July twentieth, while the following
Wednesday night, with an hour of music by The Strauss Family, may take one to Vienna.
For others, consult that invaluable journal, The CBC Times.
Finally, Mr. Sangster reports that, for his sins, he is completing his fourth
year as a vice-president (Ontario Region) of The Canadian Authors Association.
(Many thanks Allan, for your contribution.

Ed.)

THE LIBRARY
Recently there has appeared on the "New Additions" shelf a very informative
and fully-illustrated book titled Art Treasures Of The Sao Paulo Museum. It is said
to be the first book to be written about a museum which considers it in relation to
the country and to the society in which it is situated. Produced in Italy, this attractive book of almost 300 pages contains many photographs not only of the museum's
treasures, but also of the numerous present-day activities associated with the
museum.
The Complete Book Of Twentieth Century Music has been obtained for reference
purposes. Although the book is a very comprehensive and ambitious work, as is indicated by the title, one must quarrel with the word "complete". It is, however,
a thoroughly worthwhile guide in terms of something like one thousand compositions
written since the turn of the century, and includes also composer biographies and
informative detail too numerous to mention. (If these words appear vaguely familiar,
Mr. President, it is because they were cribbed from your review of the book).
This is the time of the year when plans are being made to visit Stratford.
Perhaps a new book in the library may suggest to some members that this year plans
should be made to visit the Connecticut town as well as the Ontario one. The book,
titled The American Shakespeare Festival, includes illustrated chapters on The
Vision, The Stage, The Company, and The Record during the first four years of this
Festival's existence. Those who are interested in colour photography should enjoy
browsing through The 1959 Popular Photography Colour Annual. This is an international
treasury of the year's best colour pictures, and contains a number of articles such
as "Colour's New Horizons", and "Colour Tools And Techniques".
A book titled
simply Graphic Art has been on display. The text was composed
from a selection of articles from the pages of the Encyclopedia Britannica. The
book is a composite production of a total of 37 artists, critics, editors, and
curators. The Romance Of Chinese Art contains contributions by 12 authorities;
it deals with all forms of Chinese art, from architecture to lacquered objects,
and includes many illustrations.
Among a number of catalogues, reports, etc. which have been acquired are the
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following: Modern Sculpture (this booklet contains photographs and informative
texts in regard to each of 18 of the best pieces of modern sculpture owned by
the Detroit Institute of Art); Design Index and Design Award 1958 (these are
published as part of the work of the National Gallery at Ottawa); The British
Council Annual Report, and The Annual Report Of The National Gallery Of Canada
(these are the current reports).

Det Voss has given to the library a copy of an attractively-produced booklet titled Ontario.
This was published for The Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario. Many aspects of life in the Province are dealt with in the form of
text, charts, and photographs.

H.B.
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May 1960
MONTHLY DINNER April 2nd
The monthly dinner for March was actually held in April - owing to some
quirk of the calendar.
It was a change of pace and was enjoyed by the large
gathering. The social hour, known to members who read the invitation card as
"6:30 for 7:00", proved to be most exhilarating although, for two members who
fell
asleep at the dinner, it turned out to be a bit enervating. Robin Strachan
the versatile entertainment chairman again introduced a double bill
- two documentaries fresh from the National Film Board.
Man of Music
None other than our good friend Dr. Healey Willan, (as previewed by
Horace Lapp in his musical note in the February letter, in all his glory! It
was a smashing hit. We saw Healey striding along the street to his church, Mary
Magdalene where he made straight for his beloved organ. We heard him playing,
coaxing his choir to even super-excellence. He visited the Conservatory of Music
and interrupted a class (such a good-looking class) instructed by Godfrey Ridout.
There was a composition of a fugue which was charming in its intricacy and subtlety.
(The editor is no Kragland.) There was a visit to the sanctum sanctorum at the
Willan's where the finishing touches were being put on another composition. The
special music for the Coronation of Her Majesty, written by Healey was blended
with film of the actual ceremony. Throughout it all, the principal actor never
once looked at the camera - he produced the most solemn countenance when he appeared to be wrestling with a musical problem while, when he wished to, his elfish
smile lightened all. It was a delightful film - music, camera and commentary always
in perfect control.

*

The second offering was a colored film, "Correlieu" showing the work, house
and surrounding landscape of the world of Ozias Leduc. This French Canadian artist
lived in St. Hilaire in the shadow of the mountain that on clear days can be seen
from Montreal. Leduc, who died in 1955 aged 92 loved his home and painted all his
friends and the familiar objects surrounding his life. He must have had an almost
fanatical veneration for the colors of the changing seasons which he depicted with
loving veracity - so much so, that the camera frequently moved to the actual scene
and then moved back to a picture. For his bread and butter Leduc was an illustrator
but he loved to record the magnificent scenery surrounding his beloved Correlieu.
Again, the National Film Board has produced an intensely interesting bit of
Canadiana with simplicity and tenderness.
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"Nick" Goldschmidt spoke to luncheon goers at the Club on April 22nd on the subject
of the famous Vancouver Festival. He described the function of the Festival as being
a meeting place for the Arts from Asia, the Americas and Europe. It has only taken
three years to put the Festival on the map as is evidenced by the fact that, among
many other attractions, the New York Philharmonic Society under Leonard Bernstein
and the Pekin Opera, will appear. "Nick" extended a warm welcome to all members with
funds enough, to come to Vancouver this summer.
A farewell to Earle Grey (who is shortly returning to England) at luncheon on April
19th was compensated considerably by Grey's witty and nostalgic response to the
President's lamentation. Grey reminded his listeners - and they were many - that
the encouragement given him by such sterling characters as the late John Robbins,
George Pepall, and the very present R.K. Hicks enabled him to launch his project of
Shakespeare out-of-doors in the quadrangle of Trinity College. Those stalwarts and
others who assisted in lighting and costuming put the show on the map and put Toronto
on the Shakespeare map. He closed with most appropriate lines from Richard II Act 2
Scene 3.
Bill Thompson was extremely busy during the Easter season singing some of the many
settings of the Passion story. He was narrator in the St. Luke Passion (Bach) in
Barrie on Good Friday, while, with his own church Glenview Presbyterian he was
narrator in the Handel St. John Passion.
Both Joseph McCulley and J. Alex. Edmison were honored by the John Howard Society of
Ontario on May 3rd for their distinguished humanitarian service to prisoners.
S

Howard Gerring is the new president of the Central Ontario Chapter of the Canadian
Industrial Editors Association.
Fred Kemp - our far north correspondent at Willowdale - sends us the following:
The new North York library at Willowdale has been the scene of some recent activities
in which members of the club have had a part. Some weeks ago there was a showing of
Fred Varley and the Fred Varley movie was also shown. A goodly proportion of the
pictures were loaned by C. S. Band.
One of the organizations using the library is the Willowdale Art Group. On April 1st
their annual showing of pictures took place in the library building. Oz Stacey, one
of the honorary patrons of the group judged the pictures submitted and selected those
to be shown. He later helped to arrange and hang them.
Earlier this season Alan Collier addressed the group on the subject of Portrait
Painting. He covered technical aspects and also such incidental matters as keeping
the subject from getting bored and the even less artistic subject of the fee.
E. A. Corbett has been commissioned by Dr. Claude Bissell, President of the University
of Toronto, to prepare a biography of the late Honorable Sidney Earle Smith, former
President of the U. of T. and Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs for Canada. If
any members of the Club have information or anecdotes about Dr. Smith - any intimate
incidents that help to reveal him as an administrator or as a personal friend, these
would be greatly appreciated by Dr. Corbett who may be reached at the Club or at his
home 12 Heathbridge Park, Toronto 12.

S

Over the years, the working party charged with transforming the Great Hall into
whatever fancy the art director has in mind, has developed a group of specialists
for which even the universities would find it difficult to provide adequate staff
for instructional purposes. There are the "wide brush" men, the "narrow brush" men,
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-3hammerers, who can hit obliquely, straight down (rare), missers, execute unusual
(and uncalled for) impressions on adjacent woodwork, high ladder men, chair standers
and so - ad infinitum. These worthies, completely ununionized, have asked the editor@
to express their thanks to Mac Houstoun for his creative leadership - his patience
and understanding of their several artistic abilities.
OBITUARY - We learned with regret that an old friend of the Club, Mickey Lester, whom
we had not seen for some time, had succumbed to cancer, after a valiant fight. His
peculiar form of humour had brought honour to the radio station for which he worked.
As a Club member his conversation was breezy and unconventional. We all miss him.

HAUT BEAUX ARTS
April 26 - 30, 1960
This was my first visit, as a spectator, to an Arts & Letters Cabaret and, for my
money ... paid in advance, of course ...
it was a pleasant and enjoyable evening.
If you were among the few who failed to visit this annual burst of creativity, here
are a few notes from a smudgy cuff. A sort of ballpoint inkling of what happened:
On the outside, number fourteen Elm seemed normal. Inside, it was another world.
First, we came face to face with a stern but very much alive fireman, complete with
helmet, coat and axe. Standing "at the ready", 'neath a sign which said "In Case
of Fire". In such an emergency, he could be rescued by breaking his house of glass.
Down the stairs, we went, following giant footprints left, no doubt, by some barefoot artist who had not only put his art into the job but also his sole. These led
us to a series of educational peepholes revealing a strange collection of art studio
trivia:
"A Genuine Steel Engraving" turned out to be a two cent stamp. "Genuine
Aquatint" revealed a glass of tinted water. There was an "Early Picasso", "Hand
Block Print" and one that gave us the inside slant of a clock from the Tower of
Pisa, plus another seven or eight bits of misinformation.
Following the parade of people-peepers, we found ourselves on the stage of a barnlike studio where lath and plaster were fighting a losing battle. Overhead, there
swayed, an elephantine mobile of brooms and legs and pots and pans and carriages
and things. There was everything on it, including the kitchen sink.
Seated at the candle-lit tables were bewhiskered gents and weirdly dressed women.
There were brilliant Mexican costumes and long-haired, sombre beatniks. The medium
had gone to one artist's head, as she sat with an inverted paint-pot on her dome
and allowed the pigment to streak across her face in a pattern that out-spattered
Pollock. This was, without a doubt, a studio party. The bars were doing a roaring
trade.
Champagne corks were popping and flash bulbs flashing and at a signal every candle
was snuffed. The show was under way.
First, came the overture, from the long-hair (from the chin down) musicians. After
this treat from the six-piece ensemble... two players, two pianos, two benches...
the curtains parted revealing a giant picture-window at the end of the studio.
A bearded artist moved a canvas and revealed a model... a live model... in a bikini. a
no less (no less, because there were Club members present) and he set to work to

transform her likeness in paint. Being a modernist, he worked with
his canvas on
the floor, using his feet, a broom, a rake, a mop, a plumber's plunger
and other
typical tools of the trade. Floor-flusher, he may have been and perhaps
the cuspidor should get the most credit but he turned up a spitting image of the gal
in
the bikini.
At this point, everything seemed to happen. The studio was packed
with people
admiring the work of art. In the midst of this crowd was a promoter-type
who was
seeking talent for the C.N.E. grandstand show. This announcement
sent everyone
berserk. Each trying to outdo the other in displaying talent that ranged
from
operatic airs to athletic prowess. Someone dug up a couple of old friends,
real
weirdos who emerged through the floor ...
a trumpeting ghoul and ghoul-friend, a
regular Bo-Creep...
The promoter finally "fell" for the painting as an "Ex" attraction, but not
before
we were treated to an array of talent that included a charming lady with
an
operatic voice; a night club singer, a gal who knew how to sell a song.
And a
Shakespearean spouting actor who had escaped from Stratford. This combined
talent
and hodge-podgery provided an entertaining session and the prolonged
applause was
evidence of customer satisfaction.
As the curtains
discovering one
quiet ones were
and few of them

closed,
another
reading
able to

food and drink appeared on the tables and friends were
beneath the wig, whiskers and grease paint. The many
a tattle-tale gray sheet, written in a strange tongue,
understand a Gam bit of it.

Part two of the show opened in regal splendor. A troupe of trumpeting
heralds,
blasting on plungers that produced fanfares of familiar gurgling sounds.
This
Royal Flush got things away to a grand start.
On a dimly lit stage was a replica of "outside number fourteen Elm" and
a milkman
entered to leave the daily quota of bottled spirits on the step. At
this point,
we were aware of movement within a group of garbage cans. Strange
heads appeared
beneath the lids and they conversed in a disconnected way. Eventually,
we learned
that they, together with a slinking female, were waiting for something
called
"Godot" who never did show up ('twas probably the name of a Yonge Street
bus).
However, everything turned out well, including the lights. In the darkness,
we
were treated to a group of fluorescent dancing heads. They cavorted high
and low
and winked and gaped to the strains of "That Old Black Magic". (We made
a note
at the time that "I Ain't Got No Body" would have been more appropriate).
This
cleverly staged number was very well received.
It was at this point that many of us first discovered an Eskimo carving...
I mean,
a live one... One of God's frozen people was actually perched high on
a cake of
ice carving the stuff that is standard equipment in the Arctic Art Circles.
His
plight was revealed in a titwillowish sort of song called "Soapstone".

S

Then the beatniks arrived. A real cool crowd. They bellowed and beat bongos
and
tooted a flute and read verse as a red-flannelled female wailed "Daddy-o"
in a
way that was the most. "Yeah, man, she's the most" as the finger-snapping, footthumping old chap said, at our table, as he stood on his chair to get a better
look at the gal who was poured into the red flannel.

-5If I remember rightly, this is where the cop came in. Oh, it was in the show...
He came in with the painting of the girl in the bikini, no less (remember?). He
announced that there would be no need for controversial paintings at this year's
C.N.E. That a new citizen, named Gina, has all the attractions they require.
This produced shouts and cheers and everyone joined in singing about Toronto The
Good. To prove that it was a regular studio party, all the guys, ghouls and gals
came down and joined us at the tables. The applause was loud and long and, there's
no doubt about it... it was a great party.
It didn't end there. Everyone sat around talking and drinking and trying to outdo
each other in creative chalking the do-it-yourself-mural or having their pictures
taken with the Polaroid-Bare Lady in the Lounge. They wound up the evening
dancing in the aisles.
The time went so fast. Proof of a good show. It speaks well for the capable
direction; the hard work that went into every part of the production. The writing,
planning, painting of sets, the costuming, rehearsing, the backstage work, the
make-up. So many tasks that must be done before the job is complete.
I haven't mentioned names for the simple reason that a listing would be as long
as this recollection which, you have probably already decided, is too long... or
should I say "so long"? I think I will... So long!
Sid R. Johnson

The Annual Meeting
On May 14th there assembled a good crowd of members to hear reports of the
Executive Committee on their stewardship of the Club for the year 1959-60.
The President, David Ouchterlony, opened the meeting by giving his annual
report. He thanked the Committee for the work they had done during the year.
Then followed the singing of the Constitution of the Club by the Choir to the
immortal music of Healey Willan.
Walter Moorehouse read the names of those members who had died during the
year.
Reports were then given by Committee Chairmen although in some cases the
Chairmen were absent and their reports were read by able substitutes.
The Treasurer, Philip Clark, was present. His report was cheering. The
bar somehow made enough money to make up the deficit of the catering account.
He stated that the capital set aside for a new building now amounts to $157,000.
Tom Deacon pointed with pride to the fact that 13,000 luncheons had been
served during the year.
John Yocom gave the Membership report which lists 488 members.
Dr. Ruggles George for his able assistance.

He thanked

Hunter Bishop's Library Report contained a plea to members - particularly
the older members, to search for and give to the Library old records of the
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Club's earlier history, publications etc.
required to complete the Club's archives.

There are still important papers

Fred Kemp, Secretary and legal brain of the Executive Committee, corrected
an omission of the 1954 Annual Meeting by an appropriate motion that puts the
Club once again in good standing with the Ontario Government.
The following is the result of the Election of Officers and Executive for
1960-1961.
For President: David Ouchterlony
For Vice-President: Ian P. Cameron
For Treasurer: Philip T. Clark
For Secretary: Fred W. Kemp
Elected for a two-year term:
Robert Christie, Pro
Stanley Cooper, Pro
Walter Coucill, Pro
William Duthie, N.P.
Anthony Muntzer, Pro
Fred Silvester, Pro
The following members having been elected at the last annual meeting for a twoyear term remain on the Committee for the next Club year:
H.L.(Tom) Deacon
Wm. Howard
John Layng
Bruce Matson
J. E. Manning
J. H. Yocom
A hearty vote of thanks was extended to Mr. and Mrs. Nichols for their
able stewardship during the year.
After lively discussion, mostly on Club membership, the meeting was adjourned
at 9:45 p.m.

WELCOME

TO

NEW

MEMBERS

LESLIE YEO
)
LARRY McCANCE)

Old Nick (that is Hornyansky) thinks he deserves this dubious misnomer, being quite
a bit older than he looks. Actually, pride in his own work keeps him going. His
prints this season have travelled wide and far - New York, Philadelphia, Washington,
London, England. In Toronto, Painters-Etchers awarded him the Sterling Trusts Award
for the most prominent print of technical efficiency. He lectured to the Rochester
(N.Y.) Print Club on multiple plate and mixed media methods.

-7MUSIC NOTES (or Lapp's Literary Lapses)
Once every decade or so Piernes' musical spectacular The Children's Crusade
is lovingly and somewhat reverently dragged out of the old cedar chest, given a
thorough going over and presented to the public by the Mendelssohn Choir, kneedeep in children's eight Choirs, thunder drums and a lot of music by Pierne.
This time it was under the guidance of Walter Susskind who, though he never succeeded in getting anybody to Jerusalem, provided much agreeable, and at times
thrilling sounds from the Crusaders, both orchestral and vocal, on the way.
Some of our local critics thought the work a little beneath their superior
intellects. To them our apologies and regrets for having enjoyed it.
Hitched up the horse and buggy for a drive over to Hart House to see Mazzoleni
conducting John Beckwith's Night Blooming Cereus. Several strange sights and
sounds on exhibition. A contrapuntal cup of tea; Canon point blank! When the
stout lady played a hymn on the imitation wheezeorgan not even Mazz could keep
the orchestration from sounding like St. Paul's Cathedral with all the stops out,
(ncluding the Nux Vomica),
A week or so later it was a much different story; Ernesto Barbini conducted
Rossini's Marriage Contract, Mazzoleni directed a new comic opera horsing up the
soap opera business followed by a 'taint a fit night out for man or beast' opera
by Vaughan Williams. I thoroughly enjoyed all three of them, though why the producer of the Marriage Contract felt he had to transform the stupid oaf character
into a snow-shoe toting Canadian, escaped quite a few of us.
We realized (or thought we did) what he was up to but also thought it wasn't
worth it, that is except a few scattered and easily discernible beatnicks who
thought it was "cool", "real cool".
Reginald Stewart gave a recital on the pianoforte at Eaton's Auditorium.
His piano technique, very clear, very brilliant, has always been a delight, and
these few short years have dimmed it not a whit. Some obscure local critic and
one apparently not too well heeled in the tools of his profession, threw mud at
Rubenstein's Staccato Etude. Again we must grovel before such superior intellect.
Once again we have sinned and enjoyed something that somebody said we hadn't
oughter.
Healey Willan wrote an Elegy for the anniversary service of the Queen's
Own Rifles at St. Paul's Anglican Church, Bloor Street. Nobody told me I
shouldn't like that - so I did - very much. Also, the choir sang one of his
fifty thousand or so anthems. Sir Charles (my own idea) Peaker's organ playing
for the whole service was such as to make this furrowed and battered countenance
turn green with envy and jealousy, (professional, of course).
It may be rather surprising for the Club to learn that Horace Lapp is now
a member of the Communist Party (at least he thinks he is). When the Russian
skaters performed at the Ice Revue in Maple Leaf Gardens they apparently liked
the way he conducted their musical accompaniments. After the last show one of
them detached a small gold aeroplane from his coat lapel, uttered a few words
which no one understood (Russian probably) and transferred it to Horace's
heaving bosom.
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Any Club member wishing to return alive from a spy trip to Russia may contact me
at any time, payola in hand. If Khrushchev answers, hang up.
Missed Harvey Perrin's Concerts with sincere regret, but on every hand most
glowing comments.
David Ouchterlony has rocked the Agricultural world and bought a farm out
Newcastle way, thereby setting the industry back possibly 200 years. Rumour hath
it that passersby have already noted sounds like cackling coloraturas emanating
from the henhouse. Some have even averred that they have heard Dave's cows lowing
in three-part harmony. Others have said that they would swear to having heard
portions of Beethoven's KINETTE IN C MINOR for twenty horns Bass Drum and M.M. and very good too.
Terrence Gibbs, awhile back was having himself a nice time chaperoning Sir
Thomas Beecham about, prior and during four appearances with the C.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra.
Into Sir Thomas' bulging notebook of anecdotes we must squeeze one more.
C.B.C. with its usual consideration for the happiness of every artist built
a small 8 by 8 retiring room beside the orchestra so that Sir Thomas would have
the minimum amount of walking in order to reach the podium. Naturally this was
the cause of much innocent and light banter among the musicians, heartily joined
in by Sir Thomas. The highlight was reached, however, when Gerry Heintzman, one
of the librarians, finally came out with the prize winning bright thought. He
picked up a piece of chalk and wrote across the door in bold Anglo Saxon "UNCLE

TOM'S CABIN".

Horace Lapp

THE LIBRARY
The fourth volume of the Skira series known as Painting/Colour/History is
titled Italian Painting, The Creators Of The Renaissance. The high fidelity
colour reproductions of wall and ceiling frescoes demanded the most technical
ingenuity in scaffolding, lighting, and colour printing. As in other Skira volumes, the beautiful reproductions have been complemented by a text that is both
aesthetic and documentary.
The Outline Of Literature was originally edited by John Drinkwater, and
was revised by Horace Shipp.
The current edition, published in 1957, contains
a chronologically arranged text with ample bibliographies throughout; there
are over 900 pages, including 64 full-page monochrome plates and eight colour
plates.

*

Two markedly different items, both dealing with sculpture, have been obtained. The first of these is New Images Of Man, a book recently published by
the Museum of Modern Art. It contains selections from the works of sculptors
who, in their interpretation of the human figure, have created an image of the
anxious, tormented, and solitary modern man. In sharp contrast, Early Sculpture
Of Quebec shows eight full-page reproductions of wood carvings of figures that
show an obvious strength and serenity.

-9Two additional Canadian books may be mentioned. The Culture Of Contemporary
Canada contains contributions by 12 men well-known in their respective fields.
Not only are there chapters on the various arts, but also on such subjects as
Philosophy, Science, and Education; in addition there are brief biographies, a
selective bibliography, and 24 illustrations. Folk Songs Of Old Quebec has a
text by Marius Barbeau and illustrations by Arthur Lismer. Included is an
English translation of the 15 songs, and a bibliography of French-Canadian
folk songs.

Dr. Clare Hassard has recently given three books to the library; these are
Literary England, The Spell Of Oxford, and London In Colour. Bruce Matson has
given a copy of the third historical portfolio showing the work of C.W. Jefferys;
this one is titled The Rebellion Of Upper & Lower Canada. Bill Hogarth has given
a copy of The Folger Shakespeare Library.
H. B.

I

THE MONTHLY LETTER - MIDSUMMER 1960
Last year we were complimented for producing a Letter that appeared during the
summer hiatus. True, there was an opportunity to mention the visit of Her Majesty
The Queen to our fair city. Alas, this year the welcome mat at the City Hall with
its prefabricated grandstand is in moth balls for the summer. But the Club still
goes on. Certain faces are missing as their owners travel far and wide. But the
hard core of the Club's non-pro membership remain to shovel shekels into their
ample wallets. The artist members, those nomads of the far north, far west - far
gone - are busy painting enigmatic designs that will bring them acclaim or abuse
when the galleries hang them. Musicians, writers, architects, CBCers - all are
soaking up rich sunlight to inspire them to produce ever gloriously for Canada.
The Canada Council has granted awards to Prof. Philip A. Child and Graham
S

Coughtry. The latter award was mentioned in a letter to a local newspaper as being
entirely unnecessary - the correspondent said "This sort of thing will make our
artists too soft - while they shouldn't starve they should be made to tighten their
belts sometimes. This brings out the genius in a man."

"Nick" Hornyansky must be very proud of his son Michael who is a Professor at
Carleton College. He was given the Book-Of-The-Year medal along with Dr. Marius
Barbeau by the American-Canadian Library Association when they met in joint session
in Montreal, in June. The book is a collection of eight French-Canadian folk tales
compiled by Dr. Barbeau and translated into English by Prof. Hornyansky.
H.T. Jamieson passed along a letter written by Earle Grey shortly after he
arrived in London in May. In part, he wrote:
"The voyage was an excellent one,
with only one day of mildly rough weather, the ship remarkably steady, and no one
seasick except one or two hysterical persons who dragooned themselves into illness
no doubt in the determined belief that mal de mer was the "correct" thing. So,
here we are, in the land of bowler hats and rolled umbrellas, thoroughly enjoying
ourselves. We managed to see the tops of the heads of the royal coachmen after
stationing ourselves near Clarence House, then hurried back to the ESU to witness
the wedding ceremony on television. This latter was very well done, and knowing a
little of the technical difficulties involved, I take my hat off to the camera men.
Not be able to remain long at the ESU we had a bit of a busy period hunting for
rooms. This being the start of the season, rooms were not easy to come by, but at
last we hit upon our present abode. Here we have a comfortable room overlooking the
square, bright and airy and with a private bath. So we may think ourselves lucky.
We are now house hunting - again a difficult operation, as all the house agents we
visit tell us that there are no houses on the market. Never has there been such a
shortage within living memory etc. etc. A veritable drought of bricks and mortar.
We scan the papers, register with the real estate brigands, and live in hope.
Never have I seen London looking better."

I
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High commendation to Paul Hahn by the Rob and Bessie Welder Wildlife Foundation
of Texas is contained in a letter from the Director of the Foundation to Paul. "I am
deeply grateful to you for your very generous letter and the remarkably fine Kodachrome of the Passenger Pigeon. This is of tremendous help to us."

Floyd S. Chalmers President of the Canadian Opera Association made headlines in
the Toronto papers when he suggested that Metro should set aside $200,000 annually
to support the Arts. He also urged the establishment of a defined and sensible Provincial Government policy, with an annual provincial fund of $500,000 to be distributed
by a grants committee of the Cabinet, together with private advisers, to mature and
experienced non-profit cultural organizations in Ontario.
Mr. Chalmers made his criticisms and suggestions at the annual meeting of the
Canadian Opera Association, which sponsors the Canadian Opera Co. "Instead of reading
my president's report, I shall take the time to say one or two things that need to be
said in this community," he told the meeting.
He said that when Toronto's artistic performing organizations are in such perilous
financial positions, Metro should be more generous to them.
An important reason why Montreal threatens to pass Toronto as the nation's cultural centre is that Montreal has a more progressive policy in provincial and municipal
support of creative activities, Mr. Chalmers said.
"I am not suggesting a sales tax for Toronto, but a certain proportion of the sales
tax collected in Montreal is set aside for the Montreal Council of Arts," he noted.
"Since 1957, the council has been able to grant a yearly average of about $200,000 in
subsidies to some 40 artistic organizations.
"The 1959 annual report of the council says: 'Montrealers have incurred an enormous
debt toward those who procure them their artistic pleasures. The council, to a certain
extent, tries to pay that debt.' "
This seemed an intelligent approach, Mr. Chalmers said, and, applying it to Toronto,
there is little room for argument that the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the National
Ballet of Canada, the Canadian Opera Co. and the Crest Theatre - to name but four - are
making an enormous contribution to Metro.
Dr. T. A. Heinrich - Director of the Royal Ontario Museum was made the recipient
of an Honorary LLD by the University of Waterloo this spring.
R. K. Hicks purist par excellence, takes the Editor to task for the use of THE
GREAT HALL in designating where we dine. In great humility and with humble apologies
we share his diatribe (?) with our° readers (if any) Dear Editor, Forgive this formality, but, as a *gerontis amnesiac, names
flutter in and out of my memory and refuse to settle on the owner's face.
Thanks for the May Letter, interesting as ever and a mild protest on the
title Great Hall, conferred on our modest refectory. Great belongs of
right to Christchurch, Oxford, and by size and dignity to Hart House.
Our usage smacks rather of the American and to a lesser degree English,
habit of up-ranking men and things. Boy and girl are dying words and
recently I found the extreme case of students of the Nursery School.
Enough of this carping.
R.K.H.
*

We shall welcome more "carping" provided it is set to such delightful music.
*for g.a. read "gaga old gaffer"

3.
Pictures in the Hall for the month of July are by Walter Coucill and his wife
Irma. It is the first time that a woman has exhibited her work in the Club - an
exhibition she is barred from seeing' Her pictures are very careful pencil drawings
of personalities in the news. These are finely rendered and most have been used in
Toronto newspapers. Walter's show indicates his versatility. There are pictures
of gardens and flowers, abstracts, experimental notes - probably dashed off to get
rid of something on his mind. It is a real contribution to the Club's daily living.
Lacey Amy liked so much what he wrote last year about the pleasures of a bus
tour of Europe that he's off again for a repeat performance.
Z.S. Phimister, Toronto's Director of Education, has been honoured by Queen's
University with the degree of Doctor of Laws.
Donald A. Byers has recently changed jobs. It is not our custom to announce
business promotions or such things as bread and butter, but ... his appointment to
the Creative Dept. of Breithaupt, Milsom Limited recalls that Don is a distinguished
and generous writer for the Club Spring Shows.

THE LIBRARY
Last Fall, when the entertainment committee was searching for information on
Indians for use in the Christmas Dinner show, a purchase order was sent to the
Queen's Printer in Ottawa for a copy of The Indians of Canada. Unfortunately the
book was out of print at the time, but a copy of the fifth edition recently arrived
and is currently on display. This valuable piece of Canadiana, written by the
well-known ethnologist Diamond Jenness, has been brought up to date by the addition
of a section which discusses the probable age of archaeological remains of Indian
and Eskimo sites in various parts of Canada. There are seven coloured plates of
tribal chiefs, 130 black and white illustrations, and a large map showing tribal
and linguistic divisions.

»

Two concise encyclopedias have been purchased - one for the Reference shelf,
and one for the Architecture shelf. The first, titled The Concise Encyclopedia
of World History, was published in 1958 under the editorship of John Bowle; it
contains 22 sections by as many distinguished British contributors. There are
numerous maps and a great many photographic reproductions in this highly-recommended
reference work. The second, titled Everyman's Concise Encyclopedia of Architecture
is by Martin Briggs; it contains hundreds of line-drawings by the author, as well as
32 pages of photographs. The book is alphabetically arranged, and presents articles
describing the traditional and modern architecture of all the chief countries of
the world. There are about 400 brief biographies of famous architects, and
bibliographic references are provided throughout.

)

Two publications have recently been obtained from the C.B.C. One of these
is A Guide to the Pronunciation of Canadian Place Names; the other is Architects
of Modern Thought. The latter contains the text of twelve talks given on radio;
the six of these which made up the third series were concerned with scientists
and philosophers, while the six which made up the fourth series were concerned
with men who influenced the arts during the last 100 years.

4.

Other items which were recently on display include: the fourth number of a
very well-illustrated and interesting British publication titled Opera Annual; the
text of an address titled Collecting for a Nation, given on the occasion of the
opening of the new National Gallery in Ottawa; the catalogue of an exhibition of
Canadian paintings held in London in 1924, and titled A Portfolio of Pictures.

Members are reminded that the Club
will be closed
July 23rd through August 7th
Thus the Club will be closed July 23rd and will reopen August 8th.

OCTOBER 1960
Monthly Dinner - October 1st, 1960
Dr. E. A. Corbett - "Ned" to his fellow members - was the guest speaker at the first
dinner of the 1960/61 season. Introduced by Walter Coucill, Dr. Corbett soon had
his audience enthralled as he recited Henry Drummond's folk lore on the Habitant and
his simple philosophy. Highlights were The Baseball Game, Joe Boeuf and Vingt-Deux.
Justice cannot be done here to the skill and ebullience which Ned brought to each of
his numbers. Versions of many stories (embellished no doubt) brought the evening to
an hilarious conclusion.

Automation has come to the Club' Instead of the procession of dishes to the kitchen
borne by willing members, the President advised members at the Monthly dinner that
task is no longer necessary. A gleaming stainless steel cart has been purchased
by the House Committee and this more efficiently removes the debris. To signalize
this acquisition the President generously directed the steward to pass out cigars to
the members.

Sthat

Nick Hornyansky has just left for St. Petersburg, Florida for a three-week show of
his prints and etchings.

Members returning to the Club after their summer travels were astonished to see the
New Look in the Lounge. A decor remarkably in the tradition of a night club, with
a modern color scheme, has transformed the bar section of the lounge into a jewel
box so utterly unlike its former drabness. Congratulations are offered to Messrs.
Layng, Howard and Deacon for this BRAVE NEW WORLD.

John M. Hodgins has returned to town having taken 24 Grace Church on-the-Hill
choir boys on a tour of England and Scotland this summer. The choir sang in
Canterbury Cathedral, York Minster and St. Mary's Episcopal Cathedral in Edinburgh.
We also suspect they sang in many other places too numerous to mention. We noted
that 18 of the men of the choir accompanied the boys - hence discipline was not
a problem! John's initiative in arranging this tour and others involving the choir
of Bishop Strachan School makes him one of Canada's best known ambassadors of music.
Claude Bissell has been appointed Chairman of the Canada Council, succeeding the
Hon. Brooke Claxon who died in June.
With another Club member, Sir Ernest
MacMillan on the Council,
Philip Clark should find his search for additional
revenue a pushover!
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Gordon E. Payne who occupied the top floor of the Club premises for 14 years until
1958 writes from Nova Scotia that his picture "THE COVE" has just won the purchase
prize at the Maritime Art Association's Annual Exhibition.

Now it can be told. The unusual hush that pervaded the Club premises on Monday,
August 22nd would have given a visitor an impression that he had entered the Athenaeum Club by mistake. The strange silence was due to the fact that Fred Shaw was
absent, visiting his first grandchild in Edmonton, Alberta.

Bob Fairfield (of Stratford Theatre fame) has been given the job of designing the
new Canadian Consulate at Waterways, Alaska. He flew up to look the situation
over and later holidayed in Greece and other classical centres - no doubt boning
up on Ionic columns.

J.D. Ketchum of the Department of Psychology, University of Toronto was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada earlier this summer. He is now permitted to
associate with some of the driest academicians on an equal footing.

S

The visitors book outside the dining hall contains places for the names of the
visitors, where they come from and the names of their generous hosts. There is a
column marked "Comments" which, after a diligent search never seems to have been
used. Most public directories and rosters seem to do a great deal better - for
instance the Russian exhibit in New York.
It is a great pity that our guests are so seemingly speechless after dining with us.
It would be a good idea if the host would direct the guest to the book and after
handing him the pen (mercifully spared these many months) would say, "Your comments
please." The guest, unable to refuse, would then write, "A noisy crowd - too much
"It would be a good thing if you knew the names of your fellow members."
small talk."
"Most insulting bunch of people I've ever met."
On the other hand, perhaps the host is supposed to comment. -- He might write, "A
stuffed shirt if there ever was one" or "Why eat us out of house and home?" "Table
manners deplorable."
Comments please.

Fred Haines, we read in the newspapers, contributed one of his pictures to the auction
held by the promoters of the Richmond Hill Curtain Club. This project will provide an
arts centre for the community.

.

Nicholas Goldschmidt's former student Teresa Stratas scored a hit in Vancouver where
Nick conducted Madame Butterfly at the Vancouver International Festival in July. We
all look forward to hearing from Nick himself a description of the ambitious Festival
which he directs.

Congratulations to Joseph Barfoot who received a Special Award and two Firsts for his
sand pottery exhibited at the Canadian National Exhibition this year. What's more he
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showed the Editor the cheque that accompanied the good news!
Adrian Dingle has returned from Europe having spent the summer guiding an American
Express Company group of artists around some of the beauty spots of many countries.
He will never forget the heat of Spain where temperatures are measured in degrees
Centigrade. Someone with a doctorate in Physics translated this into degrees Fahrenheit whereupon Adrian promptly fainted (125 0 F, to be exact). The muted colors of
Spain present difficulties to the artist, Adrian says - just as if one is looking
through a piece of fine muslin. There's very little drinking water available local wine does not satisfy the thirst, so the traveller is forced to buy a form of
water at 60Q per bottle - by far the most expensive part of a day's expenses.
James George, (formerly Minister-Counsellor and deputy permanent representative of
Canada to the North Atlantic Council in Paris) has been appointed High Commissioner
for Canada to Ceylon. He drove his family by station-wagon from Paris as far East
as Port Said at the same time as Alan Collier, on sketching bent, drove his family,
with trailer, as far West as Anchorage, Alaska - a spread for our far-flung members
of over half the globe.

The second of the 'Family' series of art exhibitions made its appearance early in
September. This time it is a father and son combination, member Fred Finley and
his son Gerald. The colourful landscapes of the latter take us from the crowded
waterways of sun-bright Venice to the idyllic quiet of a Muskoka autumn hillside;
from the whitewashed cottages of the Kentish countryside to the legendary lands of
our native Indian folklore.
Fred Finley too, has found interest in the ways and traditions of the Canadian
Indian. 'Cree Ceremonial' was painted from notes made during a Sun-Dance at Sturgeon
Valley in northern Saskatchewan. Of the five portraits shown, two are of well-known
club members, Johnny Morrow and Oz. Stacey.

The Club is about to produce a play this Fall. It is by John Coulter. Judging by
comments of the Executive Committee it should make a new mark in the artistic
records of the Club. Watch your notices for full details.

What is there about Gene Butt that commands an open sesame to the Globe and Mail?
Formerly it was the Butt's unique apartment in the shadow of downtown's Trinity
Church, now it's their 133 year old house near Newcastle. This storey and a half
log cabin has been completely restored (well, almost!) by the energetic and resourceful Mr and Mrs. While on the subject of Newcastle in particular and Durham County
in general why is it that so many A & L members find that area so captivating? Our
President, Dave Ouchterlony and Frank Pidgeon also are living in that eastern paradise, not to mention our former Governor General, Vincent Massey!

SOBITUARY
Jesse E. Middleton, a past president of the Club, died at Tweedsmuir House on
May 28th. Journalist, Musician and Historian, Middleton was an indefatigable
worker. He was well known as an editorial writer and music and drama critic. He
wrote the History of Toronto and Toronto's Centennial Book 1934 - both of which

-4are in the library. He completed 35 years as choirmaster of Centennial United
Church.
In the scrap book, in his own hand, is recorded "A President's Valedictory" which
he
delivered when he retired from the chair in 1928 - well worth reading.
James R. Tate, a retired businessman died in May. He was a member of the Ontario
Institute of Painters and although he called himself an amateur his pictures
were
exhibited widely.

Percy Robertson, a man of wide interests, died last month. He had been
a friend
of Tom Thomson and J.E.H. MacDonald and bought pictures from the Group of
Seven.
He was a Director of the Mendelssohn Choir and at one time was a member of the
old
Conservatory Choir. A great lover of the outdoors he was an active worker
in the
cause of Forest Conservation. He was a yachtsman and in his youth he was champion
paddler on Toronto Bay. How he found time to conduct a successful business
we cannot guess but evidently he contributed much to the City's development.
Elie Spivak the well known Canadian Concert Violinist and teacher died at
his home
on July 23rd. His quiet and friendly manner in the Club endeared him to all
who
met him. His career is typical of the successful artist. At the age of
7 he attended the Paris Conservatoire. He then studied at the Royal Conservatory of
Music
in Manchester and gave his first public performance at Wigmar Hall, London
at the
age of 18. He formed the Spivak String Quartette which performed on the BBC.
He
came to Toronto in 1926 and eventually became concert master of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra under Sir Ernest MacMillan. He taught at the Royal Conservatory of
Music,
Toronto, for 30 years. He took a great interest in the University Music
Settlement.
Members will be pleased to know that a donation in lieu of flowers for
the funeral
was sent to this group for the Elie Spivak Scholarship.

*

Arthur Holden, a former member, died in Toronto on September 26th.
He was an expert
photographer and lent his knowledge and equipment to the Club on many occasions.

THE

LIBRARY

From among the various publications displayed on the New Additions
shelf since
the Mid-Summer Letter was issued, three have been singled out for
special commendation.

*

One of the books in the Skira series Painting/Colour/History, is
titled Modern
Painting. This is truly a fine example of book production, as well
as being a most
informative and reliable guide to paintings dating from the founding
of the Societe
des Independants in 1884 to paintings shown at the 27th Venice
Biennale in 1954. The
text is by Maurice Raynal who, for over 50 years, was a close personal
friend of the
greatest modern painters. Each page on which works are shown or discussed is dated,
so that this book is indeed a truly chronological guide to all the
stages in the
evolution of modern painting. There are fold-out pages, 200 full-colour
plates,
biographical notices, and a selected bibliography.
A work rich with new material and the latest discoveries of musicologists
has

A <. f ^.

-5been published under the title An Illustrated History of Music. The 240 illustrations complement the scholarly yet very readable text by Marc Pincherle, Honorary
President of the French Society of Musicologists. This unique history includes a
section on contemporary music, and contains illustrations not only of musical notations, frontispieces of famous scores, etc., but also reproductions of paintings,
tapestry, sculpture, and photographs connected with the field of music. All types
of music, from earliest instrumental and vocal to experimental electronic sounds,
are dealt with in this handsome volume.
For some years the librarian has been on the look-out for a copy of Canadian
Landscape Painters, by A. H. Robson. Reference to this book made at Annual Meetings
and in the Monthly Letter brought no response, but happily a copy was recently
offered for purchase, and it now resides on the Members Shelf. The book has become
an important and rather scarce reference work on Canadian painting. It contains
75 illustrations in full colour, and a useful bibliography on books, portfolios,
and pamphlets. The author, who was a Club member from 1908 to his death in 1939,
was a well-known Art Director, a Vice President of The Art Gallery, and a President
of the Society of Graphic Arts.

Dr. Lorne Pierce kindly offered to give several of his books to the Club;
those chosen were: The Seven Pillars Of Wisdom by T. E. Lawrence, a limited-edition
copy of A Little Tour In France by Henry James, an English translation of Goethe's
Faust (with drawings by Delacroix), and an illustrated copy of Beouwulf.
Hilton Smith, now a non-resident member who owns the Adelphi bookshop in
Victoria, sent four of his published works for inclusion on the Members Shelf.
These include two volumes of "The Librarian", both dealing with the lighting of
libraries; one is titled Natural Lighting, the other Artificial Lighting. Holland
And Scandinavia is a report of a survey of the libraries of these countries by
the author. The fourth item, titled Library Buildings is a book Mr. Smith both
contributed to and edited.

I
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November, 1960
MONTHLY DINNER - October 29th, 1960
Grace by our worthy abbott Wevers set members to the repast. The President, David
Ouchterlony, was in good form when he brought the gustatorial part of the evening to
a conclusion by suggesting that many members might take advantage of the Wednesday
evening dinners to enjoy a more intimate association with each other (wives?).
The tables having been cleared the speaker of the evening, Alan Collier, was introduced (as if any introduction was necessary!) by Walter Coucill.

S

Alan, seated high on one of the tables then proceeded to enthrall his audience by
showing many fine color slides he had taken this summer on his trip to the Yukon and
Alaska. These pictures showed the car and trailer and the wife and son - especially
the son Ian - in hundreds of situations. Alan's running commentary was racy and
interesting and devoid of the travelogue technique. We particularly enjoyed the
pictures of old Dawson City and were glad to learn that in 1962 Tom Patterson, with
the aid of the Federal Government is going to stage a Klondike revival for blase
tourists. The delapidated town with false store fronts and weird and wonderful
architecture was beautifully captured by Alan's camera. The speaker showed the
interior of the old theatre-cafe where for $15.00 a bottle a '98er could sip champagne with his lady love while above him in the first balcony his wealthier brother
could with a little more privacy indulge himself at the rate of $30.00 a bottle and, on the top balcony the venus delights could be enjoyed with complete privacy
for $60.00 a bottle' It is on this hall that our Government intends to spend
$40,000 for restoration.
Alan didn't miss much - the glaciers of Alaska - the effect of the warm Japan current - the casual parking of a helicopter - practically the only means of communication in some areas - beside a modest house - these all gave a delightful touch to
the evening.
Several breathtaking views of mountains, glaciers and wild flowers brought forth
applause. One wonders when the Artist Alan Collier found time to paint! Over
14,000 miles mostly over gravel roads the Colliers certainly covered Canada and Ian
most certainly has an excellent foundation in geography and history.
The evening came to an end all too quickly.

S

It was more than a gremlin - it was a downright devil that got into our October
letter. - Yes, you guessed it. Robert Fairfield's architectural genius has been
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it all,
Hang
explanation that it was probably because it was so near Russia.
they are both near Russial
Hugh L. Allward was recently elected a vice-president of the Toronto Art Gallery
while C.S. Band was elected to the Gallery's Council.
The Sheriff finally caught up with farthest-South-member Bob Hunter, who, having
as Palm
kept ahead of the law in Florida for over 16 years at such way stations
known
last
his
Beach, Pensacola and Jacksonville, took off recently from Miami,
been
has
which
address, to pioneer in Chicago. Bob will direct the art gallery
as
known
be
to
included in the Windy City's 35 million dollar Exposition Center,
us
assures
he
McCormick Place. In case any old friends think Bob has turned Pro,
Chicago,
of
that he works through a committee of four Trustees of the Art Institute
who lend an aura of respectability to an otherwise fascinating prospect. Bob's
first show will be a group of forty paintings and ten sculptures from the Norton
Gallery of Art, his first U.S. charge. Bob and Frances now live at 3932 North
Frontier Avenue, apartment 1, Chicago 13, and Bob wants to know if anyone at the
Club is interested in a beautiful palm shaded home in Coral Gables.
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Philip was the subject of a considerable amount of ribbing. The Muskoka series
showed that area in an exciting and blustery mood - we'll swear we saw the waves move.
We feel that the Club is indebted to her and to Philip for this privilege of enjoying
but a small part of her virtuosity.
Dr. Healey Willan's 80th birthday on October 12th, 1960 was highlighted in the Globe
and Mail by Hugh Thomson at that time. While those close to Healey know the principal
honors that have come to him we should often be reminded of his Apostrophe to the
Heavenly Host which was performed at the St. Cecilia's Festival 1952 before the Queen
The
and the Duke of Edinburgh and his Homage Anthem composed for the Coronation.
at
school
attended
also
Willan--he
Healey
great
the
editor has this in common with
Eastbourne!'
We omitted two members from our census of member residents of Durham County Dr. Walton-Ball makes Newcastle his summer home while T. J. Tobin has retired to the
outskirts of Port Hope where, we are told, he has an exceptionally fine garden. We
others who have
apologise to these members for the oversight but doubtless there are
been similarly slighted.
The irrespressible Henry Button in completing a form for Ruggles George added "bone
variety" to give more detail to his name.
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Frederick Varley's pictures in the collection of C.S. Band were shown recently in
the Toronto Central Public Library. Colin Sabiston in the Globe and Mail had this
to say about Varley:
"Age cannot wither nor time decay such genius, and one of the reasons is that
Mr. Varley never has immured himself in a private world in which to commune in
solitude with his esthetic soul. He has lived and lives in the world of people
There is a form in his casual conversation and grace of movement
and of art ....
a
match. He is fond of good poetry and will discuss a philosophic
strikes
when he
a
word, Varley is an all-round artist because he is an all-round
In
abstraction.
man."

We waited until we had a chance to attend a performance in the O'Keefe Centre before commenting on it in this Letter. It was toward the end of the Camelot run
that we were able to enter Toronto's famed theatre. Staggered indeed we were by
the magnificent entrance hall but were absolutely bowled over by the opulence and
dash of R. York Wilson's scintillating mural. The moving crowds with the ladies
wearing all kinds of dresses and plumage the Seven Lively Arts seemed but a back
drop for the gay scene. Doubtless there were many Club members who contributed to
the Centre, chief of whom we must mention Forsey Page who heads up one of the two
architectural firms who were entrusted with this important project. We were delighted with the arrangements worked out by the architects whereby at intermission
time there seemed to be unlimited space for promenading without the usual jostling
that one has come to expect in theatres. We look forward to exploring the amenities
in greater detail on future occasions. We understand that Tom Deacon had something
to do with color schemes and furnishings. Altogether the O'Keefe Centre is a
tribute to Canada's artistic resources.
While the renovations to the lounge were being made, parts of a copy of the March
22nd 1909 Saturday Night were found. This had proved interesting reading showing
as it does some idea as to how Toronto lived sixty years ago. We found the
political comments more outspoken in those days, sacred cows being slain with
much more vigor than our present writers dare.
Welcome to the following new Professional members
Sid Bersudsky
D.S. (Bill) Macdonald
Blair Fraser
W. Art Thorne
- all of Toronto.

-

Industrial Designer
Creative Director
Editor
Artist

May the Club be a happy meeting place for their several talents!

There was an interesting piece in the November 22nd Globe and Mail on "Canada's
James George, son of Dr. Ruggles George, as Canada's
Thin Line of Diplomats".
(since July this year) was included in this round-up
Ceylon
to
High Commissioner
of alert representatives in the Orient.
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William Colgate returned recently from a trip to the Old Country AND Paris. He was
revisiting many of his old haunts and has come back looking younger than ever.

I
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LAPP'S LITERARY LAPSES (MUSICAL)
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Well, Camelot has come and Camelot has went leaving behind more printed critical
doubletalk than would cover David Ouchterlony's farm, raspberry patch and all.
Marlene Dietrich has also passed on leaving behind the usual plaint of frustrated
actors - "Toronto is a hick town". That must be why we are so quick to recognize
corn, both green and dried. Both kinds seemed to overflow the show. Very little
milk and honey.
Popped into Massey Hall Friday afternoon. Thousands of eager children really enjoying concert by T.S.O. and Walter Susskind. Harvey Perrin in a most interesting
and undull way was giving the kids the lowdown on B and B and B, as well as M and
D.
The Opera Festival at the Royal Alexandra was again very successful artistically
and, I hope, financially. Walked into a Night in Venice. Joanne Ivey singing the
lead, Mazzoleni conducting; I thought she was excellent in the part egged on by
her spouse on the podium. Surprised to find the lighting good. After having seen
the Metropolitan's Carmen and Faust hammed up by Tyrone Guthrie, it was a relief to
see opera treated as such, not as a second rate vaudeville show. What Mr. Guthrie
has done to these hapless and defenseless works shouldn't happen to Mr. K. Ernesto
Barbini, who has never given a bad show or disappointed us as a conductor, did not
fail us this time. The staging of Herman Geiger-Torel was sure-fire, pointing up
a smooth and believable performance.
S

While on the subject of opera, I am saddened that Rotary, a dedicated and devoted
body of men, has been lured onto the primrose path, and moved the Metropolitan
Opera from the Maple Leaf Gardens. This would seem to put Carmen, Il Trovatore et
al back into the hands of the filthy rich, leaving us not so well heeleds huddled
in the living room with Albanese on high fi and stereo.
At the "Gardens" there is also a set of dedicated devoted men who with Stanley Reid
at the head pioneered the whole glamorous business. I share with them the regret
as the Opera passes from their scene.
Fred Silvester is tidying up the Mendelssohn Choir for their concerts this season.
A complete new set of soloists will be heard in The Messiah and a "new look" for
the concerts will be the third act of Aida, sitting and standing, but not acting
except, perhaps, from Mr. Susskind.
Geoffrey Waddington and Terence Gibbs, I believe, have in mind some broadcasting
over C.B.C. by Benjamin Britten and Peter Piers when they arrive here in the near
future.
By the way a talented young singer Anne Stevenson will be the soprano soloist in
The Messiah. I mention this because, I believe she was first heard over the air
on Opportunity Knocks under the direction of John Adaskin. John has unveiled
literally hundreds of artists, who have become international, so it was no accident
that caused him to foretell a brilliant career for Anne, one of our most talented
performers.
Healey Willan's beloved baby, The Gregorian Society, was at the Church of St. Mary
Magdalene last month and the effect of their singing in that lovely old church
was an experience that no one will ever forget. How rewarding to go into a church
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has such mystic and truly religious atmosphere, rather than some of our
modern ecclesiastical sheds prettied up with bottle glass.
David Ouchterlony with his choir was at Eaton's Auditorium recently in a most
enjoyable programme. Pleased to find Dave a conductor who does not paw the air
with both hands in unison. Neither does he conduct sixteen notes. He also does
not incessantly poke his finger at the performers endangering the eyesight of
the nearest soloist, and the metabolism of at least one member of the audience me.

For those of us who are too sluggish to rise up and attend divine service of a
Sabbath, David and his choir are to be heard on CFCH at 11 a.m. with the broadcast from Eaton Memorial Church.
Reginald Stewart with his pianistically tailored hands and their superb technique
is back in town, after playing and conducting in Europe during the summer.
Dr. Leslie Bell is proving a busy and valuable man at C.B.C. these days as well
as at his many other projects in and out of town. His choir is heard often on
Television and Radio, and the noble effort he is making towards good music in
Toronto parks will be, I am sure, a lasting tribute. I am grateful, if only for
the brilliance of the 4th Symphony of Tschaikowsky conducted by Geoffrey Waddington.
I have heard Geoff do it four times already and I still am tremendously thrilled.
In connection with the performance of The Mikado at the Exhibition Band Shell last
summer rather an amusing thing happened - a man, who shall be nameless, bursting
with enthusiasm tore into Les' office backstage squeezed his hand and exclaimed etc.
"Dr. Bell; Dr. Bell: what a wonderful opera: It was terrific2 It was ....
etc." Then, he stopped abruptly as if struck by a sudden thought - "But, Dr. Bell,
Les assured him that nothing had been omitted.
you left out the most popular aria."
"0, yes there was, Dr. Bell. How about 'Un Bel di Vedremo' ... One Fine Day?"
Les pointed out that One Fine Day was from Madame Butterfly to which he at once
rather belligerently replied, "Well, wasn't that Madame Butterfly? And, if it
wasn't, why did that old man have that funny Japanese hat on?"
Dr. Charles Peaker promised to let me have a rundown of his goings on but as yet
I have had nothing from him. Now, he may be one of the world's great organists,
he may be a great choir conductor, he may be a clever writer, he may have a talented
oh, he's pretty
daughter but if he thinks I'm going to run after him for news ...
good, maybe I will. Let you know next month.
As I write this I am currently playing offstage organ on a television show Mondays
at 4:45 in the afternoon. It is called Junior Roundup. Last Monday Cliff Braggins,
the writer on the show brought along a very bright-eyed and competent looking young
man. They both came over to the organ and Cliff said, "Horace, this chap is one of
our writers and he is going to work with me on the show. His name is Michael
Spivak." I don't know why, but my throat got a little chokey and my eyes suddenly
became quite moist. A new generation. ..... Reminds one very much of Elie too.
H.
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OBITUARY
Herbert C. Braund died in November after a brief illness. He was a journalist of
many years standing and served Maclean-Hunter business publications in an editorial capacity since 1923. Herb was a familiar figure around the Club at noon
where he enjoyed a cigar but he was prevented for medical reasons from joining
his fellow members at the luncheon table.

It is hard to believe that Fred Haines is with us no more. He died suddenly on
November 21st in his 82nd year. Only yesterday it seems he was dining at the Club
looking the picture of health. A former President of the Club, Fred was a vital
part of Toronto's art life. Last year he exhibited a number of paintings he had
completed in just one year. Truly his days of retirement were spent in continuous
creativity. He was a former principal of the Ontario College of Art and one of
Canada's best-known painters for 40 years, noted particularly for his landscapes
and interpretations of rural life. He was an accomplished flautist and played
for many years in amateur groups under conductors such as Alexander Chuhaldin and
Heinz Unger. He was one of the founders of the Toronto Flute Club.
Fred's buoyancy of spirit made him a most charming table companion - he typified
the ideal member of the Club. We shall miss his presence.

THE

LIBRARY

A wide variety of books, recently acquired for the library, is being brought in
this letter to the attention of the members. For the Architecture shelf there has
been obtained a book titled Gardens Are For People. The author, Thomas W. Church,
is considered one of the world's foremost landscape architects; with the aid of
over 600 illustrations this book guides the reader on a tour of gardens Mr. Church
designed during the forties and fifties. Focus. On Architecture And Sculpture, although it contains many fine illustrations of the two art forms referred to in the
title, is essentially a book on photography. It begins by stating that the first
building ever to be photographed was Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire (the photograph was
taken by Fox Talbot in the summer of 1835). This book can be recommended to all
interested in the photographing of buildings.
A rather unusual book, titled The New World, has been recently added to the "Miscellaneous" shelf. It contains contemporary narratives and pictures of the first
abortive French and English settlements on the Eastern shore of North America;
i.e. the Huguenot settlement in Florida 1562-1565, and the Virginia Colony 1585-1590.
The book was edited and annotated by Stephen Lorant. There are reproductions of a
great many detailed drawings made at the time of the expeditions. A copy of The
International Guide To Literary And Art Periodicals has been put on the "Reference"
shelf. It provides a brief description, and mailing address, of many of the world's
"little" magazines. Recent additions to the "Canadiana" shelf include a copy of The
Canada Council's Third Annual Report, and a paperback pocket reference book titled
Quick Canadian Facts.

XXXX
Oxford University Press has generously given to our library copies of three of their
recent publications. These are: An Anthology Of Canadian Art by Dr. Robert Hubbard,
Curator of the National Gallery; The Oxford Book Of Canadian Verse, edited by A.J.M.
Smith; The Face Of Toronto, a book of interesting photographs by Ralph Greenhill.
Jim Taylor has given his copy of Imperfectly Proper, by Peter Donovan. The author
was a member of this Club for many years.

